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May 17, 2022 

TO: Potential Proposers 

FROM:  Valerie Rolandelli 

RE: Addendum 4 to RFP UB-22-V-14 

 Marketing, Advertising, and Web Services for University of Baltimore 

The following amends the above referenced Solicitation.     Receipt of this addendum is to be 

acknowledged by completing the form and submitting it as part of the Technical Proposal. 

A.  The following questions from potential proposers were received by the deadline for questions (i.e. 

May 13, 2022).   Responses are provided.   

1.  Could you provide a breakdown of marketing spend by creative execution, media and agency 
fees for 2021? 

Response: The current proportion of media budget (not including fees) is approximately 60% of the 

annual contract budget. More detailed information will be given to the shortlisted agencies prior to the 

oral presentations. Any more detailed information is considered proprietary and confidential by 

UBalt. As a result, shortlisted agencies will be required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) prior 

to receiving the information. 

2. Could you provide the budget breakdown of support by undergraduate, law and post graduate 
for 2021?  Do you promote specific post graduate programs? 

Response: Current media budget breakdown is as follows: 50% brand/awareness; 30% graduate; 20% 

transfer/adult learner. Designated “priority” programs are promoted as part of the aforementioned 

breakdowns, and supplemental funds have been included on a program-by-program basis. More 

detailed information will be given to the shortlisted agencies prior to the oral presentations. Any more 

detailed information is considered proprietary and confidential by UBalt. As a result, shortlisted agencies 

will be required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) prior to receiving the information. 

3. Could you provide a media channel distribution of budget by video, audio, out-of-home, digital 
display, social, SEM for 2021? 

Response: Current media budget breakdown by channel is as follows (these are approximations for 

simplicity and may not equal 100%): 6% OOH; 6% Audio; 6% CTV/Video; 24% display; 27% social media; 

31% search/Google. More detailed information will be given to the shortlisted agencies prior to the oral 

presentations. Any more detailed information is considered proprietary and confidential by UBalt. As a 

result, shortlisted agencies will be required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) prior to receiving 

the information. 

4. Do you have landing pages for each campaign? 
Response: Landing pages are/haven been developed on a case-by-case basis, depending on campaign. 

Other advertising destinations include the UBalt homepage and designated admission or academic 

program pages. 
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5. Are you currently using a dashboard to view performance for each campaign & media channel? 
Response: Analytics reports are generated on a monthly basis, which include an executive 

dashboard/summary as well as campaign, channel and creative performance, respectively. Web/Google 

goal and conversion benchmark reports are also provided monthly. A virtual/real-time dashboard is not 

currently available. 

6. What markets are you currently supporting now?  Are the bulk of the advertising dollars 
concentrated in Baltimore? 

Response: The University is currently serving ads primarily in greater Baltimore and Maryland, with 

additional exposure in southern Pennsylvania, Northern Virginia and Delaware. 

7. How are you measuring leads to conversions?  Are you tracking the journey through to student 
enrollment? 

Response: Leads are being tracked based on intent and action through goal completions. Examples of 

actions the University is tracking include, clicks (apply button, programs button, RFI button, email links, 

telephone number links), and interactions with the Live Chat. Cross-domain tracking is set up to 

measure RFI form submissions. Work is currently underway to implement cross-domain tracking on 

event registration form submissions and application submissions. The goal of advertising is to generate 

brand awareness and top-funnel leads for the admission team. Admission has partnered with an 

enrollment marketing firm to convert these leads into applicants, admits and enrolled students. 

8. Appendix A, D. 4, Digital Design and Development examples 
Question:  Can the same examples be provided for the website, microsite, landing pages and 

landing pages with form? 

Response: This is acceptable. However, it must be clearly stated with each example as to which category 

of sample(s) apply. As well, if any links are provided, the ‘landing page’ to view that link must NOT 

contain any click through agreement where UBalt evaluation committee members would need to agree 

to terms and conditions before accessing/viewing the sample. 

9. What creative assets would be available for use? For example, has video been developed in 
various durations?  What other creative assets have been developed to use for implementing 
media campaigns? 

Response: Various creative assets have been developed by the current agency and by internal UBalt 

staff for campaigns—including video, radio spots, social and display ads, interactive units and motion 

graphics, etc. For paid campaigns, the agency will be expected to provide creative services. It is 

anticipated that current/prior creative will continue to be available into the future, as appropriate. All 

assets included in the build files in the University’s brand guidelines/toolkit will be made available to the 

successful proposer. 

10. Can you share the style guide for the logo and creative? 
Response: The University of Baltimore’s brand guidelines can be found at www.ubalt.edu/brand.  

11. It would be helpful to have some insight into the breakdown of the ’22 budget of $800,000 with 
respect to % that will be projected as net media costs (or a range, but breaking out from any 
associated agency fees)? We understand this will likely vary, so a range is helpful in informing 
our response based upon the target net media investment 

Response: See Q&A #1 above. 
 

http://www.ubalt.edu/brand
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12. I noticed that UB currently has an RFP for a website redesign, in addition to this RFP for 
marketing and web services. What are your team’s expectations of the web services within the 
RFP (for marketing and web services) if there’s currently an RFP for a website redesign? Are you 
hoping to have two different partners for each? Any feedback is helpful. 

Response: The Marketing, Advertising, Web Services RFP will include continued web support for the 
current website as well as the new website once launched. These services include, SEO, CRO, analytics 
and tracking, and other optimization services. Other work may include web page/landing page 
development and strategy as well as lead capture/form strategy. 
 

13. How do you define a new inquiry? Started application? Completed/submitted application? New 
Student Enrollment? 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

14. As best possible, please provide annual, program-specific New Student Enrollment goals for 
each existing program and any Future Programs with an anticipated application deadline in CY 
2022 – CY 2023.  

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

15. What are the typical application and term start dates for each program? 
Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

16. What is the goal cost per New Student Enrollment across all channels?  
Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

17. Are marketing and enrollment services currently handled in-house via a centralized 
department/team, in-house via de-centralized department/teams, through another agency or 
external partner, or minimal to no support currently provided? 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

18. Do you have separate admissions teams/processes for online vs. campus programs?  
Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

19. Is there any additional research or demographic information you can share about your existing 
student population? 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

20. Please describe your current Enrollment Support process and team. How many enrollment 
coaches? What is your communication strategy? 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

21. How many annual leads come through non-paid-media efforts, such as the school site and 
stealth applications, for each program? 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

22. How many annual New Student Enrollments come through non-paid-media efforts, such as the 
school site and stealth applications, for each program? 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
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23. Of the other universities or online competitors that offer similar programs, which do you 
consider your key competitors? 

Response: We consider any university that offers a similar online program as UBalt, and targets adult 
learners or working professionals, to be a competitor. There are other local universities that offer on-
campus programs similar to UBalt, and/or target similar students, to also be competitors. More detailed 
information will be given to the shortlisted agencies prior to the oral presentations. Any more detailed 
information is considered proprietary and confidential by UBalt. As a result, shortlisted agencies will be 
required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) prior to receiving the information. 
 

24. Will the University have questions or concerns about providing the required access to marketing 
and enrollment systems to fulfill the partnership scope, such as Google Analytics, social media 
page/ad manager accounts, SIS, CRM, all student application systems, DNS delegation for new 
subdomains, and unique .edu email accounts for student-facing team members? 

Response: Yes. Discussions regarding access to University web properties will be conducted on an as-
needed basis and prioritized accordingly. For advertising purposes, access can be granted to the 
successful proposer to marketing-controlled platforms such as Google Analytics, social media/ad 
manager accounts and the CMS. The Division of Enrollment Management partners with an external 
enrollment marketing firm, which is more closely tied to SIS, CRM, student application system(s) and 
unique email accounts. DNS delegation for new subdomains will be discussed in collaboration with the 
University’s Office of Technology Services and the Office of Marketing and Creative Services. 
 

25. Does the University have staff available to execute technical needs such as inquiry form and 
application data integrations (via API), website/CMS edits or updates for SEO optimization, DNS 
delegation for new subdomains, and unique .edu email accounts for student-facing team 
members? 

Response: Yes. The Office of Marketing and Creative Services has and can manage access to lead forms, 
website/CMS and updates related to SEO. DNS delegation for new subdomains and .edu email accounts 
will be discussed in collaboration with the University’s Office of Technology Services and the Office of 
Marketing and Creative Services. 
 

26. Will this effort include the University staff being readily available to make on-demand and timely 
revisions to your web properties and landing pages to accommodate enhanced performance of 
the digital marketing? 

Response: Yes. It is expected that creative assets and campaigns are reviewed on a regular basis and 
adjusted to optimize performance. The Office of Creative Services staff will primarily be responsible for 
making necessary updates to web properties. 
  

27. Will these digital marketing services co-exist and be coordinated with your existing marketing 
efforts?  

Response: Yes, when circumstances necessitate cohesion related to an overarching campaign or 
initiative will be embraced University-wide, such as the 100th anniversary.  
 

28. Are there target profiles for the type of prospective student (by category of offering) that the 
university can share?  

Response: See Q&A #2 and #6 above. More detailed information will be given to the shortlisted 
agencies prior to the oral presentations. Any more detailed information is considered proprietary and 
confidential by UBalt. As a result, shortlisted agencies will be required to sign a Non-Disclosure 
Agreement (NDA) prior to receiving the information. 
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29. What reporting tools do you already have in place for your current activities?  

Response: See Q&A #5 and #7 above. The UBalt team currently uses Google Analytics as the primary 
internal tool for measuring web traffic.  
 

30. Can you please provide historical conversion metrics, including paid click to inquiry, inquiry to 
app, app to enrollment for each program for the last 2 years or 6 terms. 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

31. Are there any programs that do not have full state or professional licensure authorization? If so, 
please provide programs and states where authorization is not permitted today. 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

32. Will UBalt require a site integration or would the selected agency be designing, hosting, and 
maintaining the website as a whole?  

Response: Yes, with regard to campaign tracking, integration will be required and/or maintained from 
the previous agency. There may also be potential for custom landing pages and/or micro-sites on a case-
by-case basis. Please also see Q&A #12 above. 
 

33. Is the expectation that the UBalt Office of Marketing and Creative Services would define design 
and development projects that the selected agency’s marketing technology team would execute 
on? 

Response: It is the expectation that through collaborative discussion and information sharing that the 
agency will deliver campaign ideas and concepts for UBalt to review and approve. Creative services for 
paid campaigns are primarily performed by the agency. While UBalt’s Marketing and Creative Services 
partners and reviews campaign creative assets, the team primarily serves the marketing needs of the 
campus community. Please also see Q&A #9 above. 
 

34. Is there an existing website that the selected agency would adapt/improve, or would UBalt 
require development of a new web property? If so, what is the preferred way of delivering 
designs for review? (Sketch, Adobe XD, Photoshop)?  

Response: See Q&A #12 above. Designs for review can be submitted in any one of the following 
formats: PDF, Photoshop. 

 
35. Would UBalt prefer that the selected agency’s design team produce ad creative and/or video 

content? 
Response: Yes. Creative services for paid campaigns are primarily performed by the agency. While 
UBalt’s Marketing and Creative Services partners and reviews campaign assets, the team primarily 
serves the marketing needs of the campus community. Please also see Q&A #9 above. 
 

36. Does UBalt currently have access to any SEO tools such as SEMrush, MOZ, Ahrefs, etc.?  
Response: SEO reporting and analysis are currently performed by the incumbent agency. At this time, 
the University does not have direct access to these tools.  
 

37. Does UBalt currently use a preferred tool for conversion rate optimization? Would the selected 
agency’s team need to use that tool, or would UBalt be open to using Optimizely? 

Response: Conversion rate optimization is currently performed by the incumbent agency. At this time, 
the University does not have direct access to these tools. 
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38. Which metrics would UBalt be most interested in measuring? 

Response: See Q&A #5 and #7 above.  
 

39. THE RFP states that the contract is for a duration of four (4)-years. Will the annual $800k budget 
remain the same throughout each of those four years? 

Response: Refer to the Solicitation, Section 1, Paragraph 1.3 Marketing Expenditures regarding the 
budget for the current fiscal year ending June 30, 2022. The resulting contract for this RFP is not 
anticipated to commence until September 2022. Therefore, refer to the Solicitation, Section 2, 
“Proposed Budget Levels” for anticipated budget levels in the initial 4 years of the new contract. These 
two sections taken together should answer this question. Proposers are to respond to budgetary fluidity 
in the Technical Proposal by responding to Question V.8 of the Questionnaire. 

40. In Section 1, sub-section 1.3 of the RFP regarding web development, would you please 
clarify/expand on what exactly UBalt means when “web development” is mentioned - are you 
referring to updating existing pages, creating campaign landing pages, or a potential web 
rebuild? 

Response: See Q&A #12 above. 

41. Which CMS does the University of Baltimore currently use for web?  

Response: The University’s current CMS is Modern Campus/OU Campus. 

42. Please provide a list of all the traditional types of media UBalt currently uses (e.g., print, radio, 
OOH, and/or something else)? 

Response: See Q&A #3 above. 

43. Section 2 - Scope of Work: For research, is UBalt open to conducting the following: 

a. Target audience sentiments about the current brand?  

b. Brand strategy validation?  

c. Campaign validation? 

Response: The University believes it is important to measure the impact of the brand and effectiveness 
of campaigns. UBalt would be open to these research initiatives as part of the overall contract. 

 

44. Over the next four (4) years, which specific degree programs would UBalt like to highlight 

and bring more awareness to when it comes to recruiting students pursuing degrees? 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

45. Does UBalt plan on participating as a vendor at college fairs? 

Response: This response will be in a subsequent addendum.   
 

46. How much of the current annual budget is allocated to each of the categories listed below 
(please respond either by providing a dollar amount or percentage of budget): 

- Digital Marketing/Paid Ads 
- Web Development 
- Design/Creative 
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- Strategy/Branding 
- Account/Project Management 
- Other 

Response: See Q&A #1, #2 and #3 above. 

47. Will there be any live campaigns running at the start of the contract, and if so how long will they 
be live for? If not, how quickly will a campaign need to be live? 

Response: It’s anticipated that any live campaigns will run through the end of the current contract and 
at least be extended through any transition period(s) as necessary. 

48. Will the vendor be collaborating creatively with any internal design or copywriting team 
members on the UBalt team? 

Response: Refer to the Solicitation, sections 1.1 Objective and Section 2 Scope of Work. The Office of 
Marketing and Creative Services provides writing, editing, design, print production, video production, 
social media and website management for the University. 

49. The new contract is anticipated to be in place by September 2022. However, the budget 
begins/renews in July 2022. Will a portion of the budget already be spent on existing work prior 
to the new work commencing September 2022? 

Response: Yes. It is anticipated that approximately 15-20% of the budget will be spent in July 1 and 
September 1. The transition period between contractors is anticipated to take approximately 30 days, so 
there will be monies spent with both contractors until the transition is fully completed. 

50. Regarding proposal attachments/files, does UBalt proposal procurement prefer that all 
Technical Proposal files be rolled into one PDF when submitting a response via TeamDynamix 
(for example, signed addenda, COI, W-9 files, any other forms, etc.), or does UBalt prefer/allow 
the submission of more than one file? 

Response: UBalt’s preference is that one PDF file be submitted. 

51. “The Proposer is to provide three (3) contracts on which he/she deems the most similar or 
relevant to the UBALT requirements and the services being offered by the Firm”  Please clarify 
the number of contracts, does the requirement of three (3) contract references apply to each - 
the Prime and the MBE(s) - in total that would be six references - or is the requirement to 
provide three references in total (combining Prime and MBE)? 

Response: Per the Solicitation, Section III, Article 1, Paragraph 2.3.b, “The Proposer is to provide three 
(3) contracts on which he/she deems the most similar or relevant to the UBALT requirements and the 
services being offered by the Firm.” This statement is for the Primary Proposer ONLY to provide three 
references. 

In response to question I. Account Management, G., of the Questionnaire, the Primary Proposer is the 
address how the firm plans to approach the MBE Goal and to name MBE partners on prior contracts as 
well as those the Primary Proposer may be considering for this contract, but this is being provided for 
evaluation to ensure that the Proposer has a clear understanding of the State of Maryland MBE program 
and requirements as well as an anticipated plan to achieve the MBE goal. 

(Note: Only the final shortlisted Primary Proposers name their MBEs for this contract by providing the 
intended MBEs on the “MBE Attachment MBE-1A-Part 3&4 MBE Participation Schedule” that is 
submitted with the Price Proposal.) 
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52. Please clarify the requirement to provide references. Is it required that references provided in 

Section III, Article 1, Paragraph 2.3.c are to be for the same contracts/clients listed by the vendor 
in Section III, Article 1, Paragraph 2.3.b?  

Response: Yes 

 
 

End of Addendum 4 
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RFP NO.: UB-22-V-14 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL DUE DATE: May 26, 2022 on or before 5:00 PM EDT 

RFP FOR: Marketing, Advertising and Web Services for UB  

NAME OF PROPOSER: ___________________________________                                                  

 

 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF ADDENDA 

 

The undersigned, hereby acknowledges the receipt of the following addenda: 

 

Addendum No.    1         dated   04/28/22  

Addendum No.     2         dated  04/29/22   

Addendum No.     3         dated   05/05/22    

Addendum No.     4         dated    05/17/2022  

Addendum No.             dated      

 

As stated in the RFP documents, this form is included in our Technical Proposal. 

 

 

                          

Signature 

 

                          

Name Printed 

 

_____________________________________  

Title 

 


